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Trip Information
Landing Site: Record the name of the place the vessel normally returns to. A list of recognised landings site names
are available from your local Fishery Officer.
Recorder - name or code: Record the name of the person filling in the form. Field staff codes are available from
SPC.
Number of Crew (male), (female): Record the total number of crew by their gender (do not include the Skipper).
Vessel Name:Record the name of the vessel. Use the same name every time the same vessel is encountered.
Remember to include any numbers the vessel name has i.e., "Taatua #3".
Vessel Owner: Record the vessel owner's name in full on every form.
Skipper's Name: Record the full name of the Skipper. If this is the same as the vessel owner, mark a dash.
Departure Date and Time: Record the date (year-month-date : hour: minute) the vessel departed.
Return date (if different) and Time (required): Record the return time the vessel landed (hour: minute), and if the
return date is different to the departure date that also (year-month-day). If the return date is the same, just add a
dash.
Boat Power: Circle once to indicate the main source of power for the vessel.
Page Number: Record the page numbers, normally this will be filled in as page 1 of 1.
FISHING EVENTS

A fishing event is a period of fishing done in the same area with the same fishing gear.
When a vessel moves to a new area, or uses new gear this is a recorded as a new fishing event.
Catch and Effort Information

Did you fish within one mile of the FAD? This is a cross-check question. Circle Y for yes if the fisher circled
around or fished within one nautical mile of a floating or anchored FAD at any point during the fishing event.
Normally, fishing around the FAD with zero catch should be recorded as a seperate fishing event.
No of fish lost or damaged by sharks this event? Tally the number of fish that were damaged by shark bites,
along with any fish that were lost if sharks cut/bite off the fishing lines.
Did you catch fish? This is a cross-check question. Record whether the vessel caught fish to properly capture all
zero catch trips, or trips where the fisher does not declare their catch is recorded properly.
Fishing Area : Record the area the vessel was fishing in. Fishing areas will be defined at the national level under
the sampling design document.
FAD Name - If the fishing has been on a FAD record the FAD name here.
Fishing Method: Record the type of fishing gear that was used. Use the standard English names. A standardised list
with graphics is available in the monitoring manual.
Total hours fishing: Record the total times (in multiples of half hours) spent fishing for this fishing event.
Lines: Record the total number of fishing lines used during the fishing event.
Hooks : Record the total number of hooks deployed during the fishing event.
Catch
Species - Record the name of all the species that were caught. Use the 3-letter FAO code or the common name.
NO. Number - Record the total number of fish that were landed for each species type.
KG : Record an eye-estimate of the total weight of each species landed in kilograms.
END USE CODES Record what the skipper expects will happen to the fish that were landed. See the codes on the
front of the form. If there are more than one end codes for a species then use another line to record the information
i.e four YFT end use community market and three YFT end use restaurant.
Trip Costs

How much did you use? Record the amount (in litres/gallons, kilograms/ pounds) of fuel, ice and /or bait that was
used during the trip. Include any other items that were purchased for the trip like cigarettes, food items etc. How
much did you pay? Record in the local currency amount how much the vessel paid for fuel/ice or bait before this trip.
Gear purchased in the last seven days Record and describe any fishing gear that was bought by the vessel in the
last seven days. Record the total cost in the local currency amount. Don't worry if you have already recorded this
question for the same vessel during the last seven days. Record the information every time the vessel is interviewed/
a logsheet is filled in.

